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ABSTRACT

This pilot study investigated the efficacy of a supplemental Active Learning intervention
that was administered with grammar workbook software in remedial-level composition
classrooms at Seminole State College. The study analyzed student response data in a pre-test and
post-test instrument in four classrooms; two followed standard methods while two incorporated
the additional experimental intervention. The groups are identified in this study as either
“Standard” or “Experimental,” according to the method administered in the classroom.
The intervention was designed based on five grammar topic areas which correspond with
content assessed in the pre-test and post-test. The Active Learning method required students to
prepare a short, guided presentation on selected grammar topics. Findings showed that there was
no significant change in improvement between the pre-test and post-test among the Standard or
the Experimental groups, due in part to a relatively small sample size. A positive change
approaching significant level occurred in the Experimental group in topic areas related to critical
thinking. No significant or near-significant change was observed in the topic areas related to
memorization in either group.
Recommendations were made for further sampling, modification, and future applications
of the intervention used in the study and for continued testing of grammar software used for
instruction in Developmental Writing classes at Seminole State College.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

What am I Trying to Prove?
At Seminole State College (SSC), students who do not successfully pass the entrance
exam in the area of writing do not meet the entrance expectations for English Composition, and
they are assigned one of two remedial writing courses for additional learning and mastery. These
courses are called Developmental Writing I/II, formerly called Fundamentals of Writing I/II. In
the SSC Course Catalogue for 2011/2012, an official summary description of Developmental
Writing II reads: “the focus of this course is to build writing skills, support written arguments
and demonstrate command of standard written English” (266). Students are placed in this course
to grow, correct, refine, and master the Academic Essay format of composition writing as well as
develop proficient grammar understanding and performance. These two proficiencies are tested
toward the end of each term in the form of the State Exit Objective and State Exit Essay Exams.
On the Seminole State College website, the following description of the Exams reads: “In fall
1999, the State of Florida established the Basic Skills Exit Test for all students exiting a college
prep program in reading, writing, or math.” There is also a further description of these Exams on
the SSC website: “The Florida State Exit Test for Composition Skills is divided into two parts:
Objective Grammar Test and Essay. […] Fundamentals of Writing II students must score 65
percent or better on the objective test.” Both of these exams must be successfully passed by
students, along with all standard coursework, in order to pass Developmental Writing II.
At Seminole State College, the ALLWRITE!TM software is an integral component of the
current Developmental Writing II curriculum. The ALLWRITE!TM software, specifically focuses
1

upon grammatical material, and it is therefore integral to the preparation for the Florida State
Exit Objective Exam as well as the eventual entrance into English Composition after passing all
Developmental Writing II course requirements. The ALLWRITE!TM software is a grammar
lesson, practice, and quiz software developed by McGraw-Hill. The software is broken into three
primary groupings: Helping, Practicing, and Testing modes. The Helping mode is the prime
lesson material, and it is subdivided into general overview, specific detailed examples, and a
glossary component. The Practicing mode is a catalogue of subject-specific grammar quizzes
with a large number of randomly selected questions that students can choose to complete. The
Testing mode is a collection of questions from multiple grammar categories to allow for a more
comprehensive review. This software is standard in every Developmental Writing II curriculum
at Seminole State College and potentially at other remedial composition courses at other
community and state colleges.
The established SSC program requirements along with the legislated Exit Exams may
make it difficult for students to meet the mastery expectations of Developmental Writing II in the
time allotted, particularly while they are using the prescribed tools in these classrooms (Sloan
299). According to the official McGraw-Hill website, the ALLWRITE!TM software is described
and presented as the following:
A state-of-the-art interactive Windows-based software program designed to
improve student writing and editing. A self-paced tutorial software,
ALLWRITE!TM covers basic grammar and usage (with additional tips for ESL
students), punctuation, and spelling in context. […] Students do not merely watch
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screen of data pass by, pressing a button to advance to the next screen. Rather,
ALLWRITE!TM incorporates graphics and interactive help screens to engage
student interest. ("English - ALLWRITE!")
The design of the program is an instruction and multiple choice quiz style, divided by content
and into modules. The method for instructing students using this program is consistent with
technological learning tools that were available more than a decade ago. The multiple choice,
drill-and-practice style of activities that take place on individual computer terminals in the
writing classroom are consistent with the observations made by Burns (393), published in 1987,
as well by Hawisher and Selfe (130), published in 1991. The ALLWRITE!TM software is a ‘one
directional’ grammar workbook for students that places them in a passive rather than a
participatory role in the learning process. The concept of utilizing a grammar workbook,
computer-based or printed, is not a new one in Basic Writing (Bartholomae 260). I suggest that
the ALLWRITE!TM software is outdated and does not completely meet the needs of students for
learning/mastering standard written English grammar.
There are two important issues regarding the ALLWRITE!TM software that are worth
noting: 1) the mechanism is overwhelmingly multiple choice; and 2) the composition portions
are not examined by the program for correctness, neither rhetorically nor grammatically.
Furthermore, Instructors administering Developmental Writing II courses cannot review a
student’s past answers on any completed material; certainly, this limitation must hinder the
Instructor’s ability to maximize learning in the course because patterns of error are more difficult
to identify without such tools in place within the learning program. Also, students cannot return
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to previous lessons and review incorrect answers—once a quiz is completed and closed, the data
cannot be saved by the program. This limitation can interfere with a student’s ability to study
and, by extension, learn and then apply the principles in future writing situations. The
ALLWRITE!TM software provides no means for storing, reviewing, or comparing error data and
progress over time; any result scores must be written down by students, and the erroneous
selections cannot be retrieved at a later time for a more detailed explanation or review. Only
aggregate scores are given, rather than particular sub-scores, and this lack of specific information
makes it impossible for students to understand what they did incorrectly. Student progress is not
saved, tracked, or analyzed by the program, and no individualization to particular needs or error
trends is possible.
Decades of research have shown that although workbooks (both in printed and electronic
formats) have been historically popular in writing classes, they leave gaps in student
understanding, they do not adequately engage student learning or grammar mastery, and they are
ineffective as the primary learning tool in a writing classroom (Bartholomae 98; Lunsford 214;
Shaughnessy 183). Basic writers do not master these skills readily when the method of teaching
removes grammar and mechanics from the students’ own writing. The ALLWRITE!TM software
does not allow for individual student writing to have a part within the assigned learning content,
and it does not incorporate student experience into the learning plan over time, including:
recording which drills have been covered; individual success rates for particular grammar
categories; identification of particular areas of weakness requiring greater attention and
explanation; and a method for Instructors to observe student progress through particular grammar
categories. If success rates of students using this software were high on average, then perhaps
4

these factors would not indicate a gap between content, practice/test structure, and student
learning goals. However, many students do not pass the Florida State Exit Objective Exam which
tests the skills that the ALLWRITE!TM software is administering to adequately prepare them. The
program should be modified to address these issues, or a different teaching/practice plan should
be developed or adopted, whether it is in the form of a learning software or in-person activities.
The potential of learning in the case of the ALLWRITE!TM software hinges upon a
student’s ability to effectively utilize the software, progress in practice and mastery, and transfer
this knowledge and skill set to standardized testing format. The limitations make it exceedingly
difficult for students to be aware of where they are struggling specifically and what they should
focus on to improve overall mastery. Due to its current limitations, students may be experiencing
a level of grammar education and preparation that is not engaging and may not completely
prepare them for grammar mastery (Dudley-Marling 388; Shaughnessy 183). Could there be
included in the learning program measures to track, store, and analyze individual students’ error
data? Should the program be redesigned or updated to engage students in ways other than a onedirectional, drill and practice method, perhaps utilizing an Intelligent Language Tutor (ILT) to
provide “flexible feedback” to students (Godwin-Jones 7)? Until these potential program
modifications are added to the ALLWRITE!TM software, I believe that there should be a
supplemental learning tool provided to students in order to help fill the gaps in the current
version of the program. Addressing these problems will improve ease of learning and grammar
mastery for students in Developmental Writing II at Seminole State College and in future courses
like English Composition. I will set out to test these questions, and I believe that I will prove a
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number of hypotheses in the process and where it should be reexamined and modified in future
sections of the course.
•

Hypothesis 1: The ALLWRITE!TM software fosters a pedagogical method that is not the most
effective means to teach grammar. It limits a student’s learning tools and removes the role of
personalization. Student learning progress and difficulties in particular content areas are not
able to be tracked by the program, and by extension, the student or the Instructor. Students
are not equipped to master these standardized skill sets in order to apply the concepts in
testing and compositional scenarios.

•

Hypothesis 2: Gaps in content mastery by students using the ALLWRITE!TM software alone
illustrates the need for a supplementary learning tool. Gaps in learning grammar content will
show that there is a need to highlight particular content areas in class to help increase student
learning. The creative student-led activities serve as an experimental pilot of such a
supplement.

•

Hypothesis 3: The addition of a creative student activity related to ALLWRITE!TM content
increases overall mastery. In courses receiving student-led activities in addition to their
ALLWRITE!TM grammar training, there will be a substantial increase in overall grammar
mastery and performance on standardized grammar tests among students.

What are the Implications?
ALLWRITE!TM has been a standard tool used in the preparation for Developmental
Writing II students, and completion of the ALLWRITE!TM curriculum is built into the
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standardized curriculum expectations, and it is the primary curriculum component that focuses
exclusively on standard written English grammar. It is believed that students who score well in
the ALLWRITE!TM lab work will pass the Objective Exam because it tests mastery of grammar
content covered in the ALLWRITE!TM lessons; this assumption is evident because there is a
college-wide requirement to include this software in all Developmental Writing II classes. It is
also assumed that students who pass the Objective Exam have completed all necessary
ALLWRITE!TM lessons as preparation. Additionally, the similar multiple-choice quiz formatting
is consistent between the ALLWRITE!TM lessons and the Objective Exam. ALLWRITE!TM is
perceived as a pedagogical tool that should prepare students to meet the expectations of passing
the exam after all lessons are completed. I believe this assumed connection does not adequately
engage student learning to fully prepare them to pass the Florida State Exit Objective Exam.
The inclusion of the creative counterpart tools to the ALLWRITE!TM software is expected
to increase success rates of students taking the Objective Exam, increase success rates of
students in Developmental Writing II, and better prepare students for entering into English
Composition. Addressing issues with the ALLWRITE!TM software’s role in effective grammar
preparation could also lend weight to the need to revise elements of this software or even compel
administrators to seek out an alternative standardized grammar program to be widely
administered at Seminole State College, one which better prepares, tests, and reflects the
grammar learning process and progress of Developmental Writing II students. The successful
changes and improvements to these learning tools should then become standard usage among all
Developmental Writing II courses at Seminole State College.
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This counterpart element, if it is indeed necessary, should also include tools for
Instructors to track, review, and revisit elements that individual students have not yet mastered
through the ALLWRITE!TM software. As it stands, there are some serious potential gaps left by
the ALLWRITE!TM software in its current form in contemporary classrooms. While there are
potential upgrades in technology that could potentially make the grammar program more
pedagogically useful (e.g. rather than simply drill-and-practice), such features are not available
in the ALLWRITE!TM software. These gaps could potentially be addressed by revising the
program in terms of its record-keeping, data analysis, and content emphasis for individual
students struggling with particular concepts (Burns 396; Godwin-Jones 7). To better understand
these gaps, the Pre-Test and Post-Test will be analyzed by grammar content groups. Also, in
classes utilizing the additional student-led mini-lessons, the overall effect of engaging students in
learning content groups will also be tested.
Through quantitative testing, it will be observable that the current standardized
ALLWRITE!TM grammar software does not best engage student learning and results in one or
more gaps in grammar mastery. The success of the experimental counterpart tool will be
observable when comparing the quantitative testing results of classes adding this tool with those
only using the standardized curriculum. The analyzed results will require further testing of the
success rates of these counterpart tools in larger samples of Developmental Writing II students to
ensure that the best, most complete, and most valid counterpart tools are being identified in order
to drive the greatest student improvement in grammar mastery. Understanding this factor will
impact instruction methods, which should adapt to best address and equip students for exams,
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course expectations, and post Developmental Writing courses like English Composition at
Seminole State College.

Research Methods
A. Overview of research activities:
In order to test the effectiveness of the ALLWRITE!TM grammar software in varying
contexts, I will select four sections of Developmental Writing II, each comprised of a maximum
of 20 students, to include in the research. Two of the four sections will be “Experimental”
designation and complete the experimental student-led mini-lesson in addition to standard
ALLWRITE!TM lab work. The other two sections will be “Standard” designation and only receive
the standard ALLWRITE!TM lab work without the student-led mini-lessons. It is not possible to
test for grammar acquisition and mastery among students not utilizing the ALLWRITE!TM
software because it is a required component of the Developmental Writing II course.
Additionally, withholding the current grammar instructional materials would prove a harmful
detriment to student success in Developmental Writing II exams as well as future composition
classes. Therefore, all sections will utilize ALLWRITE!TM as a consistent baseline for all students.
Student retention of learning concepts and application of these skills will be tested using
a standardized pre-test and post-test. These tests can indicate quantitatively whether the program
is meeting expectations. Additionally, a sample of classes incorporating the added role of an
interactive student process will be used in conjunction with the standardized ALLWRITE!TM tools
to determine if such activities increase learning and retention of these skills. The pre-test and
9

post-test will be used in order to have consistent comparison between classes in the Standard and
in the Experimental group, all of which use the ALLWRITE!TM software. There are several
elements that will be involved in the process of gathering, tracking, and analyzing the data that
will be collected from students in participating classes. Students will be informed of the research
project and their ability to give or deny consent for their data to be included in the study.
Students withholding consent will still be required to participate in all regular coursework
expectations, but their information will not be included in the study. For those participating in
the study, the research activities will include the following:

1) Gather quantitative data through use of a pre-test and post-test: Students in both classes
will complete a pre-test and a post-test at the beginning and end of the semester, respectively.
The questions on both exams are the same, although the order of the questions and the
arrangement of answers are different in each version. These tests focus particularly on
identification and correct use of grammatical topics, and answers are selected in standardized
multiple-choice format. Test will be graded within the context of regular coursework, but
they will also be retained post-administration for analysis. The scores for particular grammar
sections as well as overall proficiency will be analyzed, both at the level of individual student
success as well as classrooms as a collective whole. The particular and overall scores for the
Standard students and classes will later be compared with their representative counterparts
within the Experimental class data sets.
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2) Test the effectiveness of the ALLWRITE!TM software in a Standard setting: For the
Standard classes, students will receive the standard ALLWRITE!TM grammar instruction and
materials. This format would include teacher assistance as requested, access to
ALLWRITE!TM software during the 30 minutes allotted during each class meeting, and
periodic multiple-choice tests to test student progress and mastery of the grammatical
materials. Students will have materials for individual logging of ALLWRITE!TM quiz scores,
as the software does not maintain a record of past quizzes or answers. There is an additional
10 minutes allotted in each class meeting for students to work on their homework. The
Standard group participants will not incorporate student-led instruction into classroom time
and expectations. They will be given a pre-test and post-test based upon grammar standards
covered in the ALLWRITE!TM software and in line with the Florida State Objective Exit
Exam. The quantitative data will be collected according to University of Central Florida and
Seminole State College IRB standards, and they will be subsequently analyzed according to a
number of variables, described further in the Methods Chapter.
3) Administer the Experimental component in addition to standardized ALLWRITE!TM
learning: For classes having the Experimental designation, a student-led grammar minilesson will be administered. This mini-lesson is a development of a student-led grammar
presentation on one primary grammar topic. Topics will be available for student selection,
and have been chosen based on their presence in the pre-test/post-test examinations, as well
as the Florida State Exit Objective Exam. Students each work alone on a mini-lesson, and it
is part of the project guidelines that each participant must do a portion of study, development,
and presenting to the class. A five-minute presentation will be prepared by a student and
11

presented during a pre-determined class date/time. This presentation describes the grammar
topic, its potential misuse and correct usage, and he or she will answer in the presentation a
series of questions about a particular grammar element, given as part of the project guidelines
(included in attached materials). Students must also draft original sentences that will be given
during the presentation; sentences showing an erroneous use of the topic, how to correct it,
and an explanation why the correction is important to perform. Additional questions
illustrating the grammar element will be prepared by student presenters. Students will turn in
presentation materials after completing the mini-lesson.
4) Test the effectiveness of ALLWRITE!TM combined with an experimental learning
component: For the Experimental classrooms, students will receive the same ALLWRITE!TM
grammar instruction and materials as the Standard classrooms, but they will also have the
additional component of completing a student-led grammar assignment. The grammar
assignment is to develop and present a 5-minute mini-lesson on one grammatical element,
which will be selected from a predetermined list (see Appendix B). The student-led grammar
mini-lesson in the Experimental group will be incorporated into classroom time and will not
require students to work extensively outside the classroom. The same 30 minutes are time
allocated in each class meeting for students to work on ALLWRITE!TM grammar practice, and
students will have 5 minutes each class meeting to work on their mini-presentations. The
remaining 5 minutes will be allocated for students to work on their homework, and when the
scheduled presentations begin, that time will be used as presentation time for the students’
mini-lessons. The student-led activity will be written in as part of the class assignments, and
students will receive a participation grade for completion of the assignment requirements.
12

5) Analyze and compare data gathered from the two class designations:
a. Comparative scores between pre-test and post-tests will be recorded and analyzed at
individual, classroom, and global (all students) levels for both particular grammar
topic mastery as well as overall proficiency developed between the pre-test and posttest. Examination of global data as well as the particular data will indicate impacts,
both in particular facets as well as overall, of the ALLWRITE!TM learning software as
well as allow for observation of the impacts of receiving a particular learning method,
either Standard or Experimental, with regard to the identified target categories and
overall grammar mastery.
b. The gathered and analyzed data will yield information about several relevant topics
explored in this thesis and specific to Developmental Writing II courses at Seminole
State College. The data will relate to the effects/success of: 1) standardized teaching
(Standard group); and 2) standardized teaching plus a student-led teaching element
(Experimental group). This analysis will compare quantitative mastery in grammar
types, individually and overall, between the two learning environments. The
information gained by the analysis could illustrate the need for additional student-led
activities in to the standardized grammar instruction. In addition, it will explore the
practical use of the ALLWRITE!TM as a general grammar tool, despite the instructional
style, and it could bring into question whether this tool is at present an effective one.

B. Overview of data collection and analysis:
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a. No identifiable student information will be shared or used in the presentation of
results. Each student will be assigned a randomly generated number which will
represent their pre-test, post-test, and (if in the Experimental class) grammar minilesson materials prior to any data analysis. When the number is assigned and
representative of a particular student, all student names will be removed from papers
and replaced with the random placeholder number (see Methods Chapter).
b. The data collected will be analyzed using a “T-Test” (see Methods Chapter). This will
be done to ensure that the 4 classrooms participating are not statistically different
from each other.
c. During analysis, the individual questions on the pre-test and post-test will be tracked
according to their grammatical topics. The data will be recording, tracking, and
analyzing: 1) correct answers; 2) incorrect answers; 3) overall success; 4) categorical
success; and 5) relative mastery between the pre-test and post-test.
i. This data will be analyzed at an individual student level as well as a
comparative classroom level and an overall level among multiple
classrooms.
ii. The analysis will explore the quantifiable data in grammar learning and
mastery related to ALLWRITE!TM grammar software alone and (if
applicable) in combination with student-led mini-lessons.
d. The results from the analysis will reflect the varying data sets and allow for
observations that connect with the study questions presented, specific to ease of
learning grammar in a standardized form, the role of student-led activities, and the
14

overall effectiveness of the ALLWRITE!TM software as a learning tool for
Developmental Writing II students. The implications of this data will be discussed in
further detail in the Analysis chapter.

15

CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

Grammar and Error Analysis
The field of English instruction in freshman composition and basic writing has changed
in some areas but not in others. A historically persistent view of English grammar instruction, in
comparison with other academic fields, is that practitioners and academia in college-level
English educate and train in order to “cure the ambiguities” in English (Glass 95). The concept
of “fixing” student problems in order to train them to write in the standard written English style
of academia is one which encounters issues in understanding error origination and addressing
them in effective ways to improve grammar mastery. In addition to error-based inconsistencies,
redundant problems may be encountered in resolving differences between regional dialects as
grammatical anomalies inherent to the English language itself. A concern, therefore, is how
theorists and practitioners in grammar should work to address these concerns and effectively
teach students to master standard written English.
For the Basic Writing or Remedial Composition class, the necessary ‘catch-up’ grammar
instruction is expected to take place, and since such courses are typically only 1-2 semesters, the
implication is that it can be sufficiently “fixed” in that span of time. However, Bartholomae
points out that such an expectation may not be reasonable. He writes that “a single type of error
could be attributed to a variety of causes” (97). If the reasons for the error are potentially multifaceted, then effective grammar instruction must adjust from a simple prescriptive method to one
that meets the real potential variety. One such instruction method could be based upon error
analysis. Bartholomae explains that “error analysis begins with a theory of writing […] that
16

allows us to see errors as evidence of choice or strategy among a range of possible choices or
strategies. They provide evidence of an individual style of using the language and making it
work; they are not a simple record of what a writer failed to do because of incompetence or
indifference” (97).
A related topic in this discussion is not simply identifying grammar errors in students’
writing, but understanding and interpreting those errors. This issue has some disconnect between
theory and practice among practitioners, and others de-emphasize grammar instruction but not
grammatical correctness. Sloan asserts that “although systematic instruction in grammar, usage,
mechanics, and punctuation is on the wane in freshman composition courses, students are
nevertheless commonly expected to avoid various types of ‘errors.’ (299). Following this line of
thought, then, is that the burden of grammar instruction and learning is one that primarily exists
outside the classroom. This problem is reinforced in popular practice because “usage handbooks
remain among the most popular resources available to Instructors of freshman English” and they
“create the impression that good writers steer clear of the kinds of errors defined and illustrated
in the handbooks” (Sloan 299).
There has also been some important scholarship on error analysis, and Glynda Hull gives
a clear explanation of the theory, writing that it “posits an active learner, one whose mistakes can
be analyzed to reveal the application of consistent, if erroneous, rules. Error is viewed as a
necessary and healthy outcome of language experimentation, rather than merely as the absence
of correctness” (172). Such a perspective of error stands directly in opposition to those
prescribing grammar handbooks or workbooks. If grammar errors are the result of simple student
mistakes or inattention, then the ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach to grammar instruction is plausible;
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by extension, grammar workbooks which follow such a prescriptive method would therefore be
widely beneficial and useful for ‘fixing’ the problems of grammar errors. However, if errors
reflect student actively engaging in the learning process, then such activities should be
encouraged toward the goal of eventual mastery in practice; by extension, grammar workbooks
would be insufficient to encourage such progress. Unfortunately, there has been difficulty in
actually translating that understanding into a fully articulated understanding and a practical
method for instruction. Mike Rose reinforces this in asserting that “our scholars have not
provided us with a comprehensive theory of error—a rich perceptual/cognitive/linguistic
framework that will enable us to study error, see patterns in our students’ errors, and provide
guidelines on how to assist most effectively the student in understanding and remedying them”
(199). A problem has been identified, and the solution is one that is still being developed through
experimentation and practice.

Basic Writing and Grammar Workbooks
When students enroll at a College or University as an undergraduate, they are usually
required to complete a series of placement tests in subject areas like mathematics, reading, and
writing. When a student’s performance on the writing test is inconsistent with standard written
English, this notes a lack of understanding and mastery of standard grammar and mechanics.
Such student performance is below what is expected for students entering freshman composition,
and so the student will likely be placed in a Basic or Remedial writing class. Bartholomae writes
that when an English teacher is presented with student writing that is not acceptable standard
written English, “one could imagine a variety of responses to this. The first would be to form the
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wholesale conclusion that [the student] can't write and to send him off to a workbook. Once he
had learned how to write correct sentences, then he could go on to the business of actually
writing. Let me call this the ‘old style’ response to error. A second response, which I'll call the
‘investigative approach,’ would be to chart the patterns of error in this particular text” (260).
Bartholomae’s comments reinforce the distinction between the limiting ‘fixing’ view of error and
the utilization of error analysis. The “old” and the “investigative” approaches to understanding
error drives what methods and curriculum will be administered to the student to help him master
standard written English grammar.
The most popular grammar teaching tool in Basic or Remedial writing classes is the
grammar workbook. This tool utilizes an ‘old style’ approach to instruction, despite known
limitations in its accessibility and usefulness to students. Andrea Lunsford posits that while many
practitioners may agree that there is theoretical merit to exploring error for understanding, “in
practice, meanwhile, my sense is that many, many basic writing classes depend primarily on
grammar workbooks for their class structure and lessons” (215). Others scholars with similar
views have been highlighted by Lunsford as well, particularly Mike Rose whom she says argues
“for ‘reflexive’ and ‘expository’ discourse, and criticizes the ‘flat’ remedial courses that stress
skills and workbook exercises over meaning and whole discourse” (221). It seems that many find
the practicality of certain methods do not frequently translate to Basic or Remedial writing
classes. “While most basic writing theorists are agreed that basic writers should engage in
challenging texts and produce whole discourses, such theory does not always inform practice,
and many basic writing classes continue to rely on drills of ‘sub-skills’ and workbook exercises”
(222).
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Although it is more popular to incorporate workbooks into grammar learning, there is not
a consensus that such prescriptive tools greatly improve grammar mastery in practice. There is,
in fact, scholarship indicating and asserting that workbooks may not as useful as may be
imagined. Bartholomae was clear on this point, writing that “fifteen weeks of drill on verb
endings might raise his test scores but they would not change the way [a student] writes” (262).
Robert DeBeaugrande has also given a useful explanation of why this practice is problematic in
grammar mastery. “The further grammar, as a set of procedures for forming and arranging
words, gets removed from its use in natural communication and made into an isolated formality
or exercise, the more likely average people are to lose control of it” (361). If workbooks are the
primary source of writing practice and learning, then they do not adequately train students two
write grammatically outside of a vacuum. Since academic writing is very interactive, grammar
skills do not seem to transfer readily to the unfamiliar situation. Another reason that workbooks
can be problematic, according to Bartholomae, is that “drills may reinforce generalizations, but
not address irregularities” (98). If a student is performing differently than standard written
English for a reason other than a simple lack of information, for example if the ‘style’ they used
is consistent with a faulty understanding or a cultural norm, then standard drill and practice
methods will not identify or correct the error effectively.
Further study by several scholars on the utility of available workbooks, testing whether
they address grammar errors in ways that improve mastery and performance by students, indicate
that they do not adequately encourage these improvements. In a 1973 study on multiple grammar
workbooks, John Higgins explained that “the findings of this analysis, when measured against
the contents of six recent remedial text-workbooks, indicate that what the student requires in
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writing skills instruction is often quite different from what these workbooks stress” (188).
Students using workbooks of that time were not receiving focused instruction many of the areas
needing improvement, so these tools are incomplete at best and ultimately not helpful to students
overall. Higgins concludes that, “if the sampling used here is representative, remedial textworkbooks are failing to meet a considerable portion of the remedial students' sentencecomposition needs” (192). This conclusion was eventually proven to be a representative one, as
Mina Shaughnessy cited Higgins nearly fifteen years later, asserting that he was able to
“demonstrate that current text-workbooks do not address students’ needs” (183).
With workbooks being clearly identified as lacking components necessary to freshmen
students learning and mastering standard written English grammar, one response to the problem
is to examine the potential utility of these workbooks may have had over time to students prior to
enrolling as freshmen. Glynda Hull’s research on error references the similar work of John
Mellon, and Hull writes that “after noting that, according to the NAEP Data, error rates don’t
improve as students move through the grades, John Mellon takes care to argue against any
increase in drill and practice on error correcting” (170). If the problem is contained in the tool
used for learning, then the response is either to alter or replace the tool being used—increasing
time spent with a problematic tool will not solve the fundamental problem. Hull and other
theorists come to a similar perspective on this point, and she explains that “the recent tendency,
clearly, is to deemphasize sentence-level correctness and to question the efficacy of drill and
practice in improving it” (170). In her own examination of this scholarship, Shaughnessy’s
ultimately concludes that even over time, “traditional grammar has not made a difference” (196).
The response, then, should be to limit or remove the grammar workbook as the primary (or only)
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tool used in grammar mastery, and also to explore methods of learning beyond drill and practice
which may drive student learning and performance in standard written English grammar.

Computers as Electronic Workbooks
Another related topic in the discussion of grammar errors, workbooks, and Basic Writing
is the use of computers as teaching tools in writing classrooms. The computer has rapidly
developed over the last several decades in terms of power, potential, and access. This is true in
both the social and academic spheres, although the changes and developments have not been
uniform over time. Computers were used in writing classrooms primarily as electronic grammar
workbooks, under the name of Computer-Assisted Instruction (CAI). “The world of CAI [in the
early 1970s] was largely a world of drill and practice, a land of true-false and multiple choice”
(Burns 393). Much of the scholarship by Mellon, Hull, Shaughnessy, and others examining the
efficacy of workbooks had not been written yet, and so it is not surprising that computers would
be useful in streamlining efficiency in producing and reproducing grammar workbooks.
However, a decade later there emerged scholarship on the limitations of these tools. Curtis
Dudley-Marling was one voice in this issue, writing “of course, microcomputers are particularly
efficient for drill and practice, but when drill and practice programs are used for literacy
instruction, they tend to fragment written language, providing few opportunities for students to
discover the joy and utility of literacy” (388). The problems existent in traditional workbooks
were emerging similarly in CAI; the problem was not being solved, and workbooks were being
repackaged in the new technology. Dudley-Marling goes on to assert that “commercial software
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that drills spelling, punctuation, and capitalization too often fragments writing and focuses on
accuracy” (389).
The workbook disconnect found in CAI of that time contributed to many practitioners
and theorists moving away from a standalone traditional system and looking for more adaptive
and accessible methods to motivate student learning. Hugh Burns describes sentiment of the
time, pointing out that “eventually, researchers wanted to supplement drill and practice programs
with more ‘open-ended’ computer-assisted instruction” (394). If computers are going to remain a
feature in many classrooms, then it is useful to improve its usefulness in ways that perhaps the
traditional workbook could not, and one way to do so would be through less rigidly prescriptive
CAI. Burns also show a larger perspective toward the rigid limitations of strictly workbook
methods, regardless of whether they are on a computer screen or on sheets of paper. “Most
teachers want to nurture more than an appreciation for language and its creative use. They want
to nurture discovery and other creative instincts through language, so they leave the drill-andpractice mentality behind” (396). This of course further challenges what Glass and Bartholomae
have called the ‘curing’ or ‘fixing’ approach to grammar errors, respectively. If grammar is an
integral component of the larger field of learning and mastering writing, rather than a faulty
mistake to me remedied prior to the ‘real learning,’ then it makes sense to improve CAI grammar
programs and methods in ways that reflect this understanding.
Over time, there have been great and rapid changes to the potential usage of computers,
and some may approach the new potential uses with some reluctance. Computers have become
widely used for entertainment and communicative means, our culture has incorporated many
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technological mediums for social and business activities, and the internet has made an incredible
amount of information, as well as numerous potential erroneous grammatical influences,
available to contemporary freshmen students. Furthermore, with the increased popularity and
access to technological modes of communication as well as popular communication activities on
the internet, the variety of styles and inconsistencies may be speeding an ever-diverging
subdividing of the English language into numerous discourse micro-communities. These things
may have had unforeseen changes upon expectations and practices of students, and their
experience today with traditional workbook tools may be quite different than students decades
earlier. Additionally, computers have and will continue to advance, whether they are in a
classroom or not, and scholarship on this topic needs to examine these tools and interpret all
challenges and/or opportunities that may be afforded to students. This has particular bearing on
those teaching acquisition and mastery of standard written English grammar and on those
utilizing CAI, either as workbooks or ‘open-ended’ tools.
The tension between appeal, access, and validity may indicate that new technological
mediums and tools are potentially excellent supplementary sources of education, but they fail to
altogether replace the need for some physical classroom instruction. Dudley-Marling indicated
this sentiment and potential decades earlier, writing that “if micros are viewed as marvelous tools
that can motivate and do some things particularly well, they may indeed improve our ability to
teach children reading and writing. Used for drill and practice, they only provide more of the
same” (391). As a supplement to engaging classroom learning, the computer and even the
workbook (as a reference tool) may be an invaluable component of student learning of standard
written English grammar. On the other hand, if the computer (as an electronic workbook) retains
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primacy in instruction, different situations may occur: “students labor at isolated work stations
on drill-and-practice software or in word processing facilities where computers are arranged […]
so that teachers can examine each computer screen at a moment’s notice to check on what
students are writing” (Hawisher & Selfe 130). In this form, learning is more difficult because of
the isolation and rigidity imposed, and although the teacher may have limited access to observe
student performance, this form cannot fully assess or adapt to individual student needs, learning
progress, or understanding of the concepts. This form also restricts meaningful examination of
errors because it gives only a momentary snapshot rather than a progression or pattern of error by
the student in particular grammar areas. Hawisher and Selfe go on to criticize this misincorporation of computers into grammar learning, asserting that “what many in our profession
have yet to realize is that electronic technology, unless it is considered carefully and used
critically, can and will support any one of a number of negative pedagogical approaches…”
(130). An approach that removes the opportunities for teachers to observe error patterns and
restricts the opportunities for students to explore the concepts individually is not conducive to
driving learning and mastery of standard written English grammar.

Advancing Technology, Impact, and Perceptions
Some scholarship on the topic of computers and education address the urgency and
importance of understanding how these tools can work together best for contemporary students.
Chris Anson, for example, argues that “because technology is advancing at an unprecedented
rate, we must learn to assess the impact of each new medium, method, or piece of software on
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our students' learning” (276). Such an undertaking is neither simple nor easy, but it needs to be
done to correctly utilize available resources. It is not only essential for educators to focus on
whether technologies are immediately useful for teaching, but they must perceive the affects
these technologies are already having upon learning, student development, and cultural
expectations outside the classroom. Student use of learning tools and environments via
technological modes is something that is increasingly relevant to students before they even enter
the school environment (Lacina 247). Computers, particularly those using them for more than
electronic workbooks, combined with internet access provide the most obvious short term benefit
of such technologies: to “extend the learning process beyond the school time limit” (Arbeliaz &
Gorospe 51). Beyond traditional homework, reading, and workbook assignments, students were
limited to traditional classroom settings for interactive and non-isolated learning. To foster
learning in a personalized, interactive, and accessible way has a great potential for improvement
of the learning process.
On the topic of technology potentially interconnecting the social, academic, and cultural
aspects of writing and communication, it is clear that literacy can no longer be thought about in
isolation from those factors. With the prevalence of technology in so many arenas of English
discourse, and so often with grammatical inconsistencies, two important questions to explore are:
“what is the likely future of [traditional] literacy, and what are the likely larger-level social and
cultural effects of that change?” (Kress 1). For example, it is important to explore what impact
internet is having on language, and to note that new mediums are gaining prevalence at an
incredible rate. However, much of the anxiety on the part of practitioners toward these things
being a threat to the quality of grammar may be irrational and parallel to the negative reactions
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toward the (then) new technology of the printing press in the 15th Century, calling it “an
invention of Satan” (Crystal 2). It should also be emphasized that, due to some Instructors’
unfamiliarity with the use of these technologies in learning methods, there is much that we
should still learn about this system, and it is important to properly experiment with them to prove
the validity and reliability of various ‘new’ practices (Anyanwu 407). This process follows what
educational theorists/researchers have done in testing other ‘new’ tools in classrooms with
methods and methodologies not tech-related. Examinations and considerations like these have
direct bearing upon the direction practitioners and researchers should take in appropriating
technology into learning frameworks. Unfounded enthusiasm to immediately incorporate new
resources without proper examination would be just as unhelpful to understanding their potential
for real learning opportunities as unfounded anxiety to resist the ‘new’ and hold to traditionalist
methods. Simply being ‘new’ should neither impede nor drive the growth of learning in the
classroom.
There has been some speculation and exploration into the potential advancement of CAI
in writing classes. Burns conjectured a number of items that would be particularly useful to
writing students using CAI. He wrote that “one of the important research issues is determining a
way to coach particular students on particular mechanical matters in themes that they are actually
writing” (396). He takes this concept of personalized, targeted, and relevant ‘coaching’ a step
further in stating that “what would be particularly impressive would be taking information which
text evaluation programs provide and derive ‘on the fly’ lessons for the student” (399). Others
have echoed these concepts important to properly utilizing computers as learning tools. Robert
Godwin-Jones stated that “another essential, though sometimes under-emphasized, part of
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grammar education is individual(ized) discourse with the student on the governing principles
behind grammatical rules” (7), and this is particularly important to those classes still utilizing
computers as workbooks. He goes on to write that “while this is possible in traditional classroom
and tutoring settings, it may also become possible through Intelligent Language Tutors (ILTs).
These programs can, in theory, provide ‘flexible feedback’ which adapts to the particular
student’s level, progress, and history within a complex, dynamic system (7). ILTs, used in
conjunction with Computer-Assisted Instruction that have workbook components, could extend
learning ‘beyond the classroom’ and extend the time a student could engage in the learning
process.
Additionally, concepts of contextually framing materials for students is something which
Godwin-Jones asserts must be more rigorously developed in order to adequately prepare students
for relevant scenarios when lessons learned would be quite useful (5). Once again returning to
the larger perspective beyond grammar mastery, it can be understood that students who write
about scenarios contextually relevant will be better prepared for similar expectations beyond
Basic Writing classrooms. Burns shows that although there is a great deal of prior examination
and experimentation that must be done using computers as learning tools, the results would lead
toward an improvement of learning. “As more and more research is completed in intelligent
computer-assisted instruction (CAI), the English composition teacher must do more than note it.
English educators will have to incorporate ‘smart’ algorithms for representing writer expertise,
for capturing writer performance, and intelligently providing the appropriate feedback” (400). If
such algorithms could be designed and incorporated into CAI, this would be a very useful tool to
improve student learning of standard written English grammar via computer-based instruction.
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Changing Methods in Grammar Instruction
Among theorists and practitioners, the issue of grammar instruction has also been divided
into comprehensive vs. specialized instruction. The comprehensive perspective approaches
grammar instruction from a traditionalist perspective and purports instructional topics to cover
all of grammar. “Within the ‘comprehensive’ approach to teaching, the belief is adopted that a
superior way to teach is incorporating the apparent need for a holistic perspective of the
language, field, or discipline” (Ellis 89). Such an approach faces the challenge of time and of
depth of coverage, typically 1-2 semesters for Basic Writing. This is a similar problem to what
has been observed with grammar workbooks lacking practical emphases. Observing this issue
faced by the ‘comprehensive’ approach, those utilizing a specialized or “minimalist” approach
elect instead to allocate resources and time to effectively address particular content to an
acceptable depth within the given time (Swan & Walter 837). Using this method may increase
the immediate practicality of instruction upon future student writing. However, the process of
selecting materials which are ‘most important,’ and therefore covered most adequately, can raise
the issue of how to decide what has the greatest utility in the classroom and beyond. Tensions
between these two approaches are also present in perceptions of technology and willingness to
reappraise the potential uses of workbooks as well as computers. For example, it has been
asserted that if student motivations toward grammar shifted from a passive rulebook into a tool
for learning mastery, then it would become a practical resource (Vannest & Lindquist 338).
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Other approaches that move beyond comprehensive workbook learning include those
which utilize collaborative learning among the students. Lunsford has expanded on this point in
writing that “one of the best-established principles of learning theory is that learning most often
occurs as part of an interaction, either between the learner and the environment or, more
frequently, between the learner and peers” (225). Interaction in the learning process can be
crucial to student learning, and it is something that has great potential for grammar learning and
mastery. John Trimbur also examined the issue of collaborative learning in terms of writing, and
explains the concept as “a generic term, covering a range of techniques […] such as reader
response, peer critiques, small writing groups, joint writing projects, and peer tutoring in writing
centers and classrooms" (87). The openness of collaborative learning as a concept lends itself to
a variety of in-class activities which could be used to develop a meaningful understanding and
mastery of grammar. This does shift away from the traditional teacher-student hierarchy of
learning, but it is one that “offers a style of leadership that actively involves the participants in
their own learning” (87). The “social interaction of the learners,” Trimbur writes (89), has
immediate access to student attention and a quickly allows the student to actively engage the
material he is in the process of learning. This is something that has been explored in some
classrooms with positive results: “educational innovations at leading colleges and universities
[…] indicate that collaborative learning moves students from a passive to an active role in their
learning and revitalizes faculty interest in the social dynamics of teaching and learning”
(Trimbur 91). Lunsford sees this movement as one that may finally address gaps in workbook
usage and move those tools to secondary rather than primary place in learning. She conjectures
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that “the tendency to emphasize drills and workbooks, which has worked against a collaborative
classroom […] may finally give way to these trends” (225).
Other considerations and methods besides workbook use and collaborative learning have
also been suggested in scholarship on English grammar. Lunsford points to the results from
related research, writing “Hartwell concludes that teaching formal grammar is ineffective in the
classroom” (214). She goes on to point out, however, that “direct instruction in the grammar of
standard written English is essential to non-standard dialect speakers” (215). There should be
direct instruction on grammar, but practitioners should utilize methods other than traditional
drill-and-practice work on comprehensive grammar for greater effectiveness. Shaughnessy writes
that “structural and transformational grammar are more productive” than traditional workbook
activities (198), and Burns suggests that “it seems a logical procedure for an Instructor to provide
as many invention techniques as possible for students, as well as make it relatively simple for the
student to use those techniques” (396). These suggestions are useful in developing experimental
methods of learning, and DeBeaugrande goes further to describe what sort of requirements
should be met in any grammar learning material. He asserts that “to develop a truly ‘basic
grammar,’ we will have to meet some complex and extensive prerequisites” and defines six
requirements for grammar material:
1. It should be accurate, […] reflect what skilled writers do in their prose. 2. It
should be workable, […] stated in such a way that the average student,
regardless of background, can make it work. 3. It should be economical, […]
demand a minimum of time and effort. 4. It should be compact, […] introduce
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no more terms and patterns than are necessary for the needs of the student. 5. It
should be operational, […] stated in sets of steps which […] will reliably lead
to the desired result. 6. It should be immediate, […] mesh directly with the
learner's prior skills and knowledge. (359)
These ‘prerequisites’ can be useful to practitioners developing activities in their own classrooms.
These are also particularly useful over time as an assessment tool to observe whether the
instruction and methods are producing the desired results in students, and what area(s) may need
further modification in the future. Lynn Troyka also illustrates a potentially frustrating reality
facing Basic Writing classes today:
With today's research about learning styles in mind, we can somewhat safely
suggest that person A derives no benefit from grammar instruction; person B
benefits when the material is derived solely from student writing, most often his
or her own; person C likes learning arcane facts about grammar and language in
action for their own sake; and person D "gets it" best on his or her own privately
with repetitive drill with self-checking. With recent research in the theory of
Multiple Intelligences in mind, we can responsibly hypothesize that persons E and
F grasp concepts quickly and well if the information is presented visually,
musically, or through other natural human modalities. (119)
Obviously, there has not been an agreement among scholars as to a simple and universally
applicable process to teach grammar most effectively. There is work to be done at classroom
level and at the individual student level, and the teacher must use methods that are most useful to
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most students while working to identify which modifications are necessary for the given
situation. Shaughnessy summarizes this balance well, writing that “whether a teacher uses games
or computers or a grammar book to teach standard inflections […] the student who experiences
the grammars and logics of academia as competitive with those he has acquired on his own is
certain to have difficulty mastering his lessons unless his teacher is prepared to mediate between
the two worlds” (193). The teacher must engage the student in the learning process by clearly
framing the work within the scope of standard written English grammar, using tools available,
and administering interactive activities that have meaningful, practical context to the student.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY

Background
The current foundational grammar-learning program utilized by Seminole State College
(SSC) is the ALLWRITE!TM program. This software, which teaches various foundational
elements of grammar, is utilized in Developmental Writing II, a remedial-level English
Composition class at SSC. Developmental Writing II courses utilize the ALLWRITE!TM software
to instruct students in standard written English grammar in order to prepare them to pass a
required multiple-choice State Exit Objective Exam at the end of the semester, before entering
English Composition. The ALLWRITE!TM software has been a standard tool consistently used at
SSC for a number of years. The following is the course description that Instructors must include
in the Developmental Writing II class syllabus:

Developmental Writing II is a study of the various methods of organizing ideas and
sentences into effective, coherent paragraphs. Methods of developing paragraphs into larger
units of discourse are studied. The course reinforces and builds skills in usage, punctuation,
sentence structure and other fundamentals of writing. Scheduled lab assignments are
incorporated into class meetings.
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The Learning Objectives for Developmental Writing II are the following:

Students should be able to…
1.

* Use parallel expressions for parallel ideas;

2.

* Recognize, use, and punctuate direct and indirect quotations;

3.

* Recognize and correct dangling modifiers;

4.

Formulate a topic sentence reflecting the purpose of the paragraph;

5.

* Develop the topic sentence by providing specific details and arranging details
logically and effectively;

6.

Write summary paragraphs;

7.

Summarize and paraphrase published writing;

8.

Bring a paragraph or longer unit of discourse to a logical conclusion;

9.

* Provide transitional devices within a paragraph and between paragraphs;

10.

Limit the subject of an original essay to a topic that can be developed within the
requirements of time, purpose, and audience.

* (Items with an asterisk are next to those objectives which are relevant to this study.)
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Each class section was 1hr and 40 minutes; 30 minutes were designated lab time; at the
end of class, there were 10 minutes remaining for questions and homework. During lab time,
students accessed the ALLWRITE!TM by using lab computers that have the program installed on
them. The results for completed quizzes in each grammar element series are neither recorded by
the program nor available for review by the Instructor or the student once the program has been
closed. This limitation may contribute to a gap in opportunity for review and may impede
cumulative learning potential. Additionally, this program had been utilized for several years
without any content/system updates. I hypothesize that students who use ALLWRITE!TM plus an
additional in-class, experimental assignment will score higher than those using ALLWRITE!TM
alone as a learning tool.

Setting of the Human Research
1. Overview of study objectives: What I propose to do is to test the effectiveness of the
ALLWRITE!TM software as a learning tool, comparing success over time by using a
standardized testing tool. Additionally, I propose to test the effects of an experimental
additional lesson component, given in conjunction with the ALLWRITE!TM software and
tests mentioned previously, to observe whether this intervention has an observable impact
on learning.
2. Overview of the Experimental and Standard groups: These activities involved students
each preparing a “mini-lesson” on one of the most common grammatical errors (e.g.
semicolon usage, parallelism, the apostrophe, possessive forms) and presenting them on a
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predetermined date in the semester. Additionally, there was additional teaching time
spent emphasizing the grammatical elements in concert with writing the traditional 5paragraph academic essay.
3. Explanation for not having a “Control” group: Having a control group is traditional in
scientific research, but a control group could in this case mean including a group of
students that is neither using ALLWRITE!TM nor completing the grammar project in order
to observe a clearer comparisons. However, because there are human subjects involved in
this work, there are limitations to what is allowable. There cannot be such a control group
which receives neither program, due to the harm it would have caused to students’
learning; instead, the Standard learning classrooms are to be compared with the
Experimental learning classrooms. In the Standard classrooms, traditional curriculum will
be employed, and students in the Experimental classrooms will also participate in the
additional student-led project.
4. Overview of pedagogical methods used: I developed the experimental material using the
pedagogical method of Active Learning, and the in-class mini lesson project particularly
features the traits of this approach. Active learning creates opportunities for students to
“read, write, discuss, or be engaged in solving problems” (Bonwell & Eison, 1), and
students will be personally, actively engaged as they are creating examples, forming
answers to the supplied questions, and developing their procedural explanation on how to
identify/correct their specific error type. Furthermore, the Active Learning method must
promote student ownership of the project: “Essential to this approach is the view of the
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learner as responsible for discovering, constructing and creating something new and the
view of the teacher as a resource and facilitator” (Fern, Anstrom, & Barbara 1). In the
study, this understanding is achieved through the final product of the 5-minute class
presentation. Having the student presenter organize the presentation and create their own
examples with their own explanations for the errors/corrections actively engages them in
the materials and develops student Agency, greater awareness of their use of grammar,
and drives understanding through their explaining the grammatical concept to the
classroom. Additionally, it is also fostered through the semester during the students’ inclass presentation preparation time, where they have time to use me as a resource to
answer questions they may have. This engagement in learning toward producing a
personalized product may also lead to the development of greater rhetorical awareness as
a writer in terms of analysis, organization, and presentation during writing exercises.

Sampling
1. Target population for this research: The target population for this research was remediallevel writing students enrolled in remedial-level writing courses at Seminole State
College, specifically those enrolled in Developmental Writing II. The accessible
population was students enrolled in Developmental Writing II classes at Seminole State
College (SSC), located in Altamonte and Sanford/Lake Mary, Florida. This population
was also chosen because I have access to them as an SSC Instructor of Developmental
Writing II. The sample target consisted of eighty students from diverse backgrounds, and
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they are grouped by course section. The students have chosen their own section based
upon their own convenience. The college has the historical practice of utilizing the
ALLWRITE!TM grammar program in Developmental Writing II courses offered, and their
campus locations are in ethnically diverse areas. A random sampling method was used to
select four classrooms in which I am the Instructor; two of the four sections were selected
to be Standard and two were selected to be Experimental.
2. Demographic information for sample population: The demographics of this sample
included up to twenty students in each class for a total of four different class sections.
These students were between eighteen and 55 years old. There was an equal distribution
of females and males in each course. The student population in each class section
included traditional/non-traditional students, part/full-time enrollment in the college, and
native/non-native English speaking students. The four courses met regularly, ranging
from morning to evening course meeting times.

Research Design
The design of this study is a pilot study specific to the Developmental Writing Program at
Seminole State College and incorporating an experimental intervention as an additional learning
supplement. I used a pre-test/post-test method to test a Standard as well as an Experimental
group. The groups were tested at two separate times. The Standard group was comprised of two
class sections of Developmental Writing II, each section totaling approximately 20 students; both
sections received the same materials and instruction. The Experimental group was comprised of
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two class sections of Developmental Writing II, each section totaled approximately 20 students;
both groups received the same materials and instruction as the Standard group, but they also
received the additional experimental component of a student-led grammar project.
1. Participants in the Standard group received/completed the following:
a) For each class session, 30 minutes were given to students to work in the
ALLWRITE!TM grammar software. This program provided practice exercises and
is standard to all Developmental Writing II courses at Seminole State College. It
is a series of computer-based lessons and quizzes, each section focusing on a
particular grammatical topic. There was a tracking handout sheet; students filled
out their scores for each section as they complete the assignments.
b) A pre-test and post-test, based on the Florida State Exit Exam requirements and
focusing on grammatical topics. These tests are part of the assigned class
curriculum. See Appendix A for a copy of the pre-test and post-test.
2. Participants in the Experimental group received/completed the following:
a) Time in class (30 minutes) each meeting to work in the ALLWRITE!TM grammar
software. This program provided practice and is standard to all Developmental
Writing courses at Seminole State College. It is a series of computer-based
lessons and quizzes, each section focusing on a particular grammatical topic.
There was a tracking sheet; students filled out their scores for each section as they
complete the assignments. See Appendix B for a copy of the tracking sheet.
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b) A pre-test and post-test, based on the Florida State Exit Exam requirements and
focusing on grammatical topics. These tests are part of the assigned class
curriculum.
c) A grammar topic presentation assignment. Students signed up for a particular
presentation day and topic, and they worked on that topic area. They created a
short presentation, approximately 5 minutes long, describing that grammatical
topic. The presentation explained to the class what/how that grammatical topic
relates to writing, and how it impacts a reader when it is used. They wrote 10
sentences which illustrated the concept and present them to the class,
correcting/utilizing the topic in real-sentence scenarios. They turned in their notes
after presenting to the class. These assignments took up 5 % of class time and
were completed during the assigned question and study time. See Appendix B for
a copy of the grammar topic presentation assignment sheet.
3. Participation in Standard and Experimental classrooms:
If the students enrolled in an Experimental classroom chose not to take part in the
research, specifically electing to not release their scoring on the pre-test or post-test,
their information was not included in the research. Students in both class types who
were not participating in the research were still required to complete the pre-test and
post-test and regularly scheduled 30 minutes of lab time, as those components remain
part of the assigned course curriculum. Students who are enrolled in an Experimental
class who chose not to participate in the research were also still be required to
complete the pre-test and post-test, the regularly scheduled 30 minutes of lab time,
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and the student-led grammar project, as they all remained part of the assigned course
curriculum. If a student withdrew from the course or no longer attended class
sessions, his or her participation in completing any remaining assessment(s) ceased,
and his or her data was not included in the analysis or the final thesis report.
4. Course materials in Experimental classrooms:
The grammar project activities were considered part of the assigned classroom
experience/requirements for the Experimental class. All students in the Experimental
class were expected to participate in this procedure. Completion of the project was
included as part of a class participation grade. The pre-test and post-test were also
incorporated into the assigned classroom experience and requirements.

Study Design
1. Recruitment methods: The number of students in each participating class was a maximum
of 20 students. The number of classrooms involved in the study was 4, which allowed for
a maximum of eighty participants. Two of the classrooms were the Standard groups
receiving standardized grammar instruction/practice. Two classrooms received the
experimental instruction counterpart. Students were recruited in class through an informal
in-class announcement and provided copies of the appropriate consent document for their
review.
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2. Inclusion and exclusion criteria: Inclusion criteria included: (1. registration in the
appropriate course; and (2. consent given to include results in the study. No registered
students in any class were excluded from potential participation.
3. Consent: A consent form was read aloud to students. Students were given time for
students to ask any questions and/or voice any concerns they had with the project. There
was no coercion or perceptions of coercion. It was emphasized that participation did not
have any bearing whatsoever on class participation or grades, and I told them that the
research would not be mentioned again after the announcement, except that I would be
available to answer any concerns/questions students had. Students could give their
consent at any time during the semester.
a) The consent given by students electing to participate in the study permitted the
inclusion of pre-test/post-test grades and grade to be (confidentially) included in
the study.
b) Process to Document Consent in Writing: HRP-302a Consent Adult Form had
been completed and was submitted to students. (See Appendix C)
4. Study endpoints: The endpoints of the study are the completion and processing of the
quantitative data and of grammatical mastery. Score data was compiled on a graph,
comparing grammar mastery sections specifically and in general between each course
section. All research was collected within the classroom during scheduled class meeting
times.
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5. Procedures involved in the human research: The tracking of the pre-test and post-test
scores for classrooms involved Human Research. No personal or identifying student
information was included in the research analysis. Students were identified as a random
number to indicate the pre-test and post-test scores.
6. Data management: The electronic data was stored in a password-protected remote storage
device (a USB drive), and the physical documents was locked in a storage container
offsite. The test instruments were linked to participants via identifiers in the following
ways:
a) The identifiers were generated using a Random Sequence Generator, located on
the internet at <http://www.random.org/sequences>, with numbering ranging
from 1 to 500 and no repeating numbers. These specifications were able to be
assigned using the generator on this web page. The generated list was recorded
and kept in a read-only electronic document. Using this pre-made list of nonsequential, non-repeating, randomized numbers, each student’s name from the
alphabetical class rosters for all courses in this study (Standard and Experimental)
were assigned the next available list number that had not yet been assigned. Each
student was identified with this unique number. The name of the student on each
particular document was then removed on all recorded documents, and the
corresponding number replaced the removed name. All records conformed to this
identification system.
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b) The links between name and unique number was used following the completion
of the course semester in order to re-identify student documents. When all
documents were gathered, the assigned unique number was used to replace the
name of each student on his or her pre-test and post-test, and grammar project (in
the Experimental group). The name of the student was physically obscured from
his or her documents after receiving the number identifier.
c) The only individual who has access to the linked data (showing what number was
assigned to each name) besides me is Dr. Martha Marinara, my Thesis Committee
Advisor. Dr. Marinara is overseeing my work and requires access to it in order to
verify the validity of the random numbering list.
d) The linked data can be stored securely for an indefinite period of time. I have no
plans on destroying this list, merely not referencing, referring to, or including it in
the analysis of the collected data.
e) Unless it is explicitly recommended by the IRB and/or my Thesis Committee
Advisor, I will not destroy this link following the analysis, but I will destroy it
upon the acceptance of my thesis.
f) I have differentiated Standard class assessments from the Experimental grammar
class assessments by recording on the coordinating randomized list where names
were assigned a respective letter next to the number one of the following letters:
either “S” for Standard or “E” for Experimental.
i.

This letter was not added to the student documents themselves, and it
was only referred to after recording scoring. At that point, it became
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useful to track scores among the overall data set along the two group
lines.
7. Provisions to protect the privacy interests of participants:
a) No personal or identifying student information was included in the research
analysis or thesis report. The master list containing student names assigned to
unique ID numbers will not be released to the public.
b) The students were assigned a randomized number to signify their record. These
numbers were randomized across all class sections, and they were attributed to the
student work prior to any analysis of the material.

Instrumentation
1) Overview of student-led grammar project: In this study, I used a student-led grammar
project assignment as an experimental instrument, the topics of which are selected and
assigned based on standard grammar lesson topics addressed in the ALLWRITE!TM
program and Florida State Exit Objective Exam (administered at the end of the term to
Developmental Writing II students). Students presented a 5-minute mini-lesson their
topics in class, during general lab time. In addition, students completed a standardized
test that was administered both as a pre-test and as a post-test. The questions were based
upon standard grammar topics, aligning with the ALLWRITE!TM program and Florida
State Exit Objective Exam. The question/answer order was changed between the pre-test
and post-test, but the content remained the same in both tests. This feature made it
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possible to demonstrate and observe any performance gain after the interventions are
provided.
2) Topics addressed in the student-led grammar project:
a. The student-led grammar project allows students to select a particular topic from a list
comprising grammatical areas, and they were selected based upon State Exit
Objective Exam. The assignment handout presents students with guided questions to
answer and materials to produce, and these materials comprise the expectations for
their presentations. The following is a copy of the assignment description handout:
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Grammar Project
Description:
You will choose a particular grammatical component from the assigned list and become a “specialist” on that
topic. You will lead a short presentation on your topic in class (approx. 5 min). You will be given time in class
to select your topic and prepare the presentation.

You will do the following:

1. Present: Describe/Answer the following questions:
a. What is the grammatical topic?
b. What does it do? How does it affect the writing?
c. Why would we use it in our writing? What happens when we don’t?
d. Where and when should we use it?
e. Even if it would be technically correct, are there times when we shouldn’t?

2. Practice: Prepare these materials for the class:
a. Examples of wrong usage of the grammar topic (5 or more)
i. show examples on board
ii. show how to correct the incorrect examples
b. Provide practice samples that the class can complete (the samples can show how they are
wrongfully used or missing something important)
i. Corrections for the practice samples

3. Report: Turn in materials, answer the following questions:
a. Answer the following:
i. Were there any unexpected difficulties in preparing the project?
ii. Was there anything you would change about this assignment?
b. Turn in the examples you brought to class
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b. The following topics were available for student selection in the grammar project. All
topics had to be selected once before any duplicate selections could be made. The
topic list included:
i. Capitalization;
ii. Comma Splices;
iii. Compound Sentences;
iv. Run-on Sentences;
v. Introductory Words and Phrases;
vi. The Semicolon;
vii. The Colon and Listing;
viii. To, Two Too;
ix. Affect, Effect;
x. There, They’re, Their;
xi.

Your, You’re; Possessive Words.

These categories align with concepts addressed on the pre-test and post-test, which was designed
to prepare students for the State Exit Objective Exam. The topics of the presentations can be
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grouped into five primary categories: Spelling, Punctuation, Style/Sentences, Structure/Syntax,
and Development. The questions on the pre-test and post-test will also be sorted based on these
categories when performing the data analysis.

3) Rationale for student-led grammar project:
This method has been tested in a variety of school settings (Lunsford 225). Experimental
instruments which incorporate active and/or collaborative learning have been tested in a
variety of school settings (Trimbur 91), and the topics chosen are consistently
emphasized grammar topics covered on the State Exit Objective Exam. Because it
involves student-led elements, it can reinforce principles covered in standard
materials/instruction, and it can identify areas of difficulty prior to examination periods,
thereby assisting with the preparation for course grammar goals. Because all other
materials remain consistent throughout Standard and Experimental classes, observable
increases in mastery could lend weight to the validity of student-led interventions in
increasing learning potential of standardized grammar in remedial-level writing courses.

Procedure
1) Overview of class selections: Two Developmental Writing II classrooms that I teach at
Seminole State College will be chosen to receive the standard course instruments: the
ALLWRITE!TM grammar program, standard work time, practice materials, and instruction.
These two classrooms will serve as Standard groups in this research, and they will
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receive no intervention other than the established curriculum. Two other Developmental
Writing II classrooms that I also teach at Seminole State College will receive, in addition
to the standard course instruments, the experimental course instrument counterpart: a
student-led grammar project. These two classes will serve as the Experimental groups in
this research.
2) Overview of Experimental class timeline:
a. To obtain a baseline score, all students will be given the aforementioned pre-test
before any intervention is introduced.
b. Following the pre-test, the Experimental groups will begin to receive additional
instruction regarding the grammar project.
i. The students will be able to select a topic from the available list, and they
can work during the pre-determined lab work time until the date of
presentation.
ii. To ensure the fidelity of treatment, the same Instructor is administering all
sections involved in this research.
iii. The experimental instrument will be incorporated into regular curriculum
in both Experimental classes, and students will be given the same amount
of time in each section to develop their presentations as well as work on
general ALLWRITE!TM practice and ask questions of the Instructor.
c. The intervention will continue over a ten week period. After the end of the ten weeks,
all students will be administered the post-test.
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i. The time that the pre-test and post-test are given will be the same for all
students.
ii. Scores from the pre-test and post-test will then be analyzed.

Data Analysis
1. Microsoft Excel will be used to log all the test scores of the pre-test and post-test. The
mean and standard deviation between the scores in each group will be calculated.
2. A “T-Test” will be run to analyze the test scores of all groups. The “T-Test” will be used
to analyze the significance between the scores of the two experimental groups.

Threats and Limitations
Four possible threats to the internal validity of this research proposal have been identified:
1. Mortality threat: Students dropping out of the study due to unforeseen circumstances
(illness, family relocation, etc.). It is not uncommon to find 20% or more of subjects do
not return their forms. This threat is not a significant problem if similar numbers drop
from both groups; if there is a sizable difference between them (particularly if there is a
disparity in socioeconomic status), methodology may appear more effective than it
actually is. In this study, up to eighty students from diverse backgrounds are included
because of their enrollment in Developmental Writing II at Seminole State College.
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2. Location threat: The location of a particular school may create alternative expectations
for results. In this study, courses receiving the experimental instrument were selected
randomly from sections at two different campus locations, and each section has a unique,
differing set of times/days scheduled for regular meetings. While it is not feasible to keep
the location/time constant for all students, it is unknown whether particular times,
weekdays, or locations systematically favor or jeopardize the validity of results. In this
study, the classes are chosen depending on the course material and usage of the
ALLWRITE!TM software and their location in ethnically diverse areas.
3. History threat: One or more unplanned or unanticipated events could influence students
and thereby the data collected. This topic covers a wide array of variables that could
occur during the time of testing, such as guest speakers, construction noise, severe
weather, social/political factors, changing Instructors, etc. Since researchers can never be
sure that one group differs from another in experiences, it is crucial to continually stay
updated on any influences that may happen in the particular schools. Continued
awareness allows researchers to standardize the environment as much as possible across
the various locations.
4. Subject attitude threat: The way that students view and participate in the study can
threaten the validity. If students perceive the testing as unusual, silly, or intimidating, the
scores will likely be lower for reasons other than aptitude. The Instructor presenting the
instruments must make it clear that completing the assignment will comprise part of the
participation grade for students. This study will test students who are remedial-level
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writers who have been placed in Developmental Writing II at Seminole State College, at
both the Altamonte and Sanford/Lake Mary campus locations.

Timeline
1. Timeline for research activities in the Standard and Experimental classes:
Standard Class
•

Summer 2011: Selection of course sections will

Experimental Class
•

begin.
•

•

•

Summer 2011: Selection of course sections will
begin.

August 2011: Fall Semester, the Standard and

•

August 2011: Fall Semester, the Standard and

Experimental classes will begin at Seminole

Experimental classes will begin at Seminole

Community College.

Community College.

First week of class: The explanation of research will

•

First week of class: The explanation of research will

occur in the first week of class, as the course

occur in the first week of class, as the course

syllabus and regular course materials are being

syllabus and regular course materials are being

discussed.

discussed.

Second week of class: Students introduced to the
ALLWRITE!

TM

•

Second week of class: Students introduced to the
ALLWRITE!TM software and given score sheets for

software and given score sheets for

the program quizzes.

the program quizzes.
•

The Instructor will further explain and allow
students in the Experimental classes to sign up for
the grammar project.

•

Third week of class: Pre-test instruments will be

•

Third week of class: Pre-test instruments will be

administered in the third week of class for all class

administered in the third week of class for all class

sections.

sections
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Standard Class
•

Experimental Class

Fourth week of class: Continue student work on

•

regularly scheduled classwork and activities.

Fourth week of class: Presentations of grammar
projects begin and will continue each week meeting
until the beginning of the tenth week of class.

•

Tenth week of class: The post-test will be

•

administered to all students.
•

Tenth week of class: The post-test will be
administered to all students.

Fall 2011: Recorded scores on pre-test and post-test

•

will begin to be analyzed.

Fall 2011: Recorded scores on pre-test and post-test
will begin to be analyzed.

Aims and Uses of the Research
1) Overview of aims: The aim of this research is to better understand how remedial-level
writing students at Seminole State College can improve their standardized test scores
through objectively testing pre-test and post-test scores, adding an additional
experimental instrument for two course sections, and analyzing the results of the
intervention. Through these experiments and their analysis, it is the goal of this project to
observe relationships in the area of grammar learning and mastery between standardized
curriculum and those adding student-led activities. Additional observations may occur in
identifying a baseline success rate data of all courses utilizing the ALLWRITE!TM
grammar program for primary grammar instruction. The improvements would be
reflected in overall student comprehension and utilization of English grammar, as well as
in raising standardized test scores used to assess student learning.
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2) Uses of the research information: These results can be used to improve remedial-level
writing courses, especially those utilizing ALLWRITE!TM, at Seminole State College.
These results may also lead to the modification and improvement of course components
and design for Developmental Writing II classes offered at Seminole State College.
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CHAPTER 4: FINDINGS

Significance of Results
The student pre-test and post-test data recorded were separated into subgroups of
questions that aligned with the following topical categories: Spelling, Punctuation,
Style/Sentences, Structure/Syntax, and Development. These topic areas also align to the student
presentations present in the Experimental group classrooms. The analysis of the quasiexperimental data for the Standard and Experimental groups produced some noteworthy and
potentially useful information about the experiment, the intervention, and the ALLWRITE!TM
software. Table 1 below depicts the statistics from the Standard and Experimental group
regarding the means for the pre-test and post-test, and divided into the five identified topical
categories. Table 2 below depicts statistics regarding gains in the Standard and Experimental
groups, also divided into the five identified topical categories.
Table 1
Group Statistics: Means (Pre-test and Post-test)
Test Type

Category

Group

Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean

Pre-test

Spelling

Standard
Experimental

4.32
4.36

1.75
1.99

0.35
0.42

Post-test

Spelling

Standard
Experimental

5.04
4.77

1.46
1.41

0.29
0.30

Pre-test

Punctuation

Standard
Experimental

1.36
1.27

0.57
0.70

0.10
0.15

Post-test

Punctuation

Standard
Experimental

1.00
1.09

0.29
0.61

0.06
0.13
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Test Type
Pre-test

Category
Style/Sentences

Group
Standard
Experimental

Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean
2.36
0.95
0.19
2.05
0.79
0.17

Post-test

Style/Sentences

Standard
Experimental

2.44
2.68

0.77
0.78

0.15
0.17

Pre-test

Structure/Syntax

Standard
Experimental

4.32
4.36

1.28
1.56

0.26
0.33

Post-test

Structure/Syntax

Standard
Experimental

4.40
4.50

1.08
1.34

0.22
0.28

Pre-test

Development

Standard
Experimental

3.00
2.86

1.22
1.04

0.24
0.22

Post-test

Development

Standard
Experimental

3.36
3.55

1.08
1.10

0.22
0.23

Pre-test

TOTAL

Standard
Experimental

13.24
12.63

3.10
3.39

0.62
0.72

Post-test

TOTAL

Standard
Experimental

14.04
14.09

1.97
2.58

0.39
0.55

(Number of students involved in the study - 25: Standard, 22: Experimental)
(Data rounded to 2 decimal places)

Table 2
Group Statistics: Gains (Pre-test to Post-test)
Category
Spelling

Group
Standard
Experimental

Mean
0.72
0.41

Std. Deviation
2.03
1.40

Std. Error Mean
0.41
0.30

Punctuation

Standard
Experimental

-0.36
-0.18

0.57
1.01

0.11
0.21

Style/Sentences

Standard
Experimental

0.08
0.64

1.19
1.05

0.24
0.22
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Category
Structure/Syntax

Group
Standard
Experimental

Mean
0.08
0.14

Std. Deviation
1.41
1.67

Std. Error Mean
0.28
0.36

Development

Standard
Experimental

-0.04
0.68

1.37
1.25

0.27
0.27

(Number of students involved in the study - 25: Standard, 22: Experimental)
(Data rounded to 2 decimal places)

The data in Table 1 indicates that the findings were not statistically significant in terms of
the mean gains made in any of the groups. This result may be due in part to the relatively small
sampling involved in the research. Additionally, the Table 1 data indicates that there was no
significant difference between the pre-test and post-test across all groups involved in the study. If
further experimentation were to be conducted in order to expand the sampling sizes (e.g. 100
students from each group type), then the results could show a larger effect size.

Analyzing Two Notable Categories
While it is true that the results of the study were not statistically significant, the analysis
from Table 2 does indicate that two of the five topical areas were approaching a significant gain.
For both of these topic areas, the classes in the Experimental group had a higher mean gain over
the classes in the Standard group.
The first topic area which showed an improvement trend that was approaching significant
was Style/Sentences, Figure 1 below shows the gain in this area for the Experimental and the
Standard group:
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Figure 1: Gain Percentage Comparison in Style/Sentences Category

It may be observed that the range of mean improvement for both groups in the Style/Sentences
category was equivalent to one another. However, it should be noted that mean gain for the
Experimental group (0.64) is higher than any of the gains recorded in the Standard group.
Furthermore, the mean gain in the Standard group (0.08) is lower than any gain recorded from in
the Experimental group. Finally, it can be observed that the greatest gain occurred in the
Experimental group, while the least gain occurred in the Standard group.
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The second topic area which showed an improvement trend that was approaching
significant was Development, and Figure 2 below shows the gain in this area for the
Experimental and the Standard group:

Figure 2: Gain Percentage Comparison in Development Category

It may be observed that, just as it was in the Style/Sentences category, the range of mean
improvement in the Development category for both groups was equivalent to one another.
However, it should be noted that mean gain for the Experimental group (0.69) is higher than any
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of the gains recorded in the Standard group. Furthermore, the mean gain in the Standard group (0.04) is not only negative, but it is also lower than any gain recorded from in the Experimental
group. Finally, it can be observed that the greatest gain occurred in the Experimental group,
while the least gain occurred in the Standard group.
The categories of Style/Sentences and Development may have shown a greater mean gain
for the Experimental group because they share the concepts of decision making and creativity in
writing. These aspects were encouraged in students in the Experimental classes through their
creation of presentation materials, examples, and thinking critically about scenarios in which
their examples appear. Agency was encouraged in the Experimental class through these projects,
regardless of the particular presentation topics, and that development aligns well with the topics
of Style/Sentences and Development in writing.

Analyzing Three Remaining Categories
While the differences in the remaining three categories were as strongly differing
between the two groups as were Style/Sentences and Development, there is still some useful
information that can be observed from the analysis. For the topic areas of Punctuation, Spelling,
and Structure/Syntax, there were unique differences in each category regarding the mean gain
between the Standard and Experimental groups.
The third topic area explored here is Spelling, and Figure 3 below compares gains in this
area for the Experimental and the Standard group:
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Figure 3: Gain Percentage Comparison in Spelling Category

It may be observed that the range of mean improvement in the Development category varied
more widely in the Standard group than it did in the Experimental group. It should also be noted
that mean gain for the Standard group (0.72) is actually higher than the mean gain in the
Experimental group (0.41). Furthermore, it may be observed that the greatest gain occurred in
the Standard group. While the least gain occurred in the Experimental group, the least gain in the
Standard group was only slightly higher.
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The higher mean of gain for the topic area of Spelling suggests that the ALLWRITE!TM
software alone may have a greater impact on learning in this area. Therefore, the presentation
topics that did address elements of Spelling in the Experimental group seem to have not been
successful in promoting learning in this area. This may follow from the fact that Spelling as a
topic relies more heavily upon memory rather than on a student’s Agency because the concepts
must be retained and accessible at will. As such, the encouragement of Agency through the
presentation activities would not have had a great impact on learning in this category.
The fourth topic area explored here is Structure/Syntax, and Figure 4 below compares
gains in this area for the Experimental and the Standard group:
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Figure 4: Gain Percentage Comparison in Structure/Syntax Category

It may be observed that the range of mean improvement in the Structure/Syntax category varied
somewhat more widely in the Experimental group than it did in the Standard group. It should
also be noted that mean gain for the Experimental group (0.14) is slightly higher than the mean
gain in the Standard group (0.08). Furthermore, it can be observed that the greatest gain as well
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as the least gain both occurred in the Experimental group, and this indicates a wider range of
results among students in this group.
The slightly higher mean gain in the Experimental group may suggest that the
presentations have had a minor positive impact on learning for the topic of Structure/Syntax. The
wider range of higher and lower gains in the Experimental group may also suggest that the
presentation topics related to Structure/Syntax were not as consistently successful in promoting
learning in this area. It may be beneficial to revise presentation topics related to these areas to
improve success in future experimentation.
The fifth topic area explored here is Punctuation, and Figure 5 below compares gains in
this area for the Experimental and the Standard group:
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Figure 5: Gain Percentage Comparison in Punctuation Category

It should be observed first of all that neither group had positive mean gains in this topic area.
Additionally, the range of mean gains in the Punctuation category varied more widely in the
Experimental group than it did in the Standard group. However, it should also be noted that mean
gain for the Experimental group (-0.18) is higher than the mean gain for the Standard group
(-0.36). Moreover, it can be observed that the highest gain in the Standard group was still a
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negative value, while the highest gain in the Experimental group was a positive value. The
lowest gains for both the Standard and Experimental groups were very close in this topic area.
The negative mean gain for both groups in the Punctuation category indicates that there is
a great need to re-address this topic in the ALLWRITE!TM as well as in the presentation materials,
since neither contributed to a positive mean gain. With that in mind, the higher mean gain in the
Experimental group suggests that the presentations have had some positive impact on learning
Punctuation relative to those using ALLWRITE!TM alone. The wider range gains in the
Experimental group may also suggest that the presentation topics related to Punctuation were not
as consistently successful in promoting learning in this area. It may be beneficial to revise
presentation topics related to these areas to improve success in future experimentation.
.
Future Research Potential
There is potential use for future data collection and analysis related to this research and
experiment, and there is more that could be learned about the impact of workbooks, Active
Learning methods, and alternative learning tools on grammar learning and mastery. It would of
course be beneficial to run the same experiment with a greater sampling in order to gain a greater
statistical significance with more data to explore and analyze, but there are also other activities
related to this study that could potentially be performed.
With the data that has been collected and analyzed for this study, there is potential merit
to conduct a deeper analysis on the answers given in the pre-test and post-test among students.
An analysis of the error types associated with wrong answer options on the pre-test and post-test
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could be articulated, and analysis of the answer selections by students may produce further
information on trends of learning. With this information, it may be possible to observe error
differences between the Standard and Experimental Groups and derive information regarding
initial thinking, improvement, and persistent erroneous thinking. The information derived from
the experiment conducted could lead to revision of future experimental learning interventions
with regard to topic areas and assignment design. The information on gains in Experimental
areas could lead to the modification of category assignments among topic areas that did not show
a positive gain.
Additionally, redesigning the assignment and reanalyzing the presentation topics could
lead to improvement and gains in all categories. Because of the observable trends approaching
significance in the Style/Sentences and Development, it may be beneficial to modify the
experimental design to include more creative opportunities for students beyond the format of a
guided presentation, including roleplaying, the use of multimedia resources, etc. Doing so may
further affect the impact of these presentations on learning as well as potentially leading
indirectly to use in future writing scenarios.
Furthermore, a pre-writing and post-writing test could be designed based on the Essay
portion of the State Exit Exam. Error Analysis could be applied to the writings, and this would
further explore the success of students in transferable grammar mastery. The inclusion of an
additional pre-writing and post-writing exercise would be useful in exploring practical mastery
of the concepts beyond the multiple-choice question format, and this information would be
useful to understand the effect and merit of the standard and experimental materials on writing.
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Another useful intervention tool to potentially include in future studies would be a survey
instrument. Recording qualitative information would be valuable in further understanding
student learning, development, and views related to grammar and writing. Some valuable topics
to include in the survey would be questions related to perceptions on grammar concepts, their use
in future classrooms, and their assessment of personal mastery level. This survey could be
administered in a pre-survey and post-survey format to track changes that occurred as a result of
the standard or experimental lessons. This could be useful in further redesigning and
improvement of learning tools to better improve student engagement and likelihood of success.

SSC Update: ALLWRITE!TM and ConnectTM
The lack of significant gains in all groups involved in the study lends some weight to the
argument that the gaps in ALLWRITE!TM software were so comprehensive that the program needs
be updated in terms of its resources, presentation, and/or content. Further support of this view
can be found in that, following the completion of this study, a notable change has occurred in the
Developmental Writing Program at Seminole State College. The ALLWRITE!TM program has
been replaced in all Developmental Writing classrooms with a new program developed by
McGraw-Hill called ConnectTM. This program replacement addresses all the limitation issues
addressed in the Introduction regarding the ALLWRITE!TM program with regard to access,
tracking, analysis, and personalization, including:
•

An updated presentation style that includes video and audio recordings.
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•

Greater accessibility for students to work outside the classroom through a completely
online interface.

•

Personal profiles that record individual student activities, including score data on multiple
attempts of assignments, time spent in lessons, and making this data visible to both the
student and the professor for review.

•

An ILT which assesses student mastery through questions not only on the content but
also tracks student confidence of the answers. With this data, it modifies lessons to
revisit, to further explain, or alternatively, to move past materials which students have
successfully (and confidently) mastered.

•

The inclusion of an “E-Book” of lesson materials which contains learning modules on
which students can “take notes” on through highlighting and writing personal “notes”
onto the particular passages, and the program retains them for later review. The “EBook” also returns to the page the student was last viewing upon their next login.

These features directly interact with all the issues raised regarding the limitations of the
ALLWRITE!TM software, and as a result, students and teachers are able to have a greater
awareness of learning progress and areas of difficulty to focus upon. Such changes will likely
have a strong impact on overall mastery.
It would be of interest to give a similar experimental intervention to students utilizing the
ConnectTM program to observe the impact the change in program has made to grammar mastery.
Additionally, further experimentation with this intervention used as an additional activity to
standard ConnectTM program use would give insight into which gaps have been addressed in the
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replacement and how effective an Active Learning component may be with this new computerbased learning tool.
Because the core program from the Standard group has now been replaced, it would be
beneficial to run the same experimental component with students in classes that now use the
ConnectTM program as a central grammar learning tool. This replacement would allow for a basis
of comparison between two Standard groups as well as two Experimental groups. It would then
be possible to analyze the improvement gains in the Standard classrooms between the two
learning tools. It would also be possible to administer the same experimental component to
students using ConnectTM in order to analyze the improvement gains in the five categories while
using the new learning tool. The data analyses between the groups of this study and that
experiment would be useful to further understand the benefits of this intervention in the 5 topic
areas, to observe the impact of replacing ALLWRITE!TM, and to assess the continued merit of
computer-based learning tools and experimental interventions utilizing Active Learning in
grammar mastery.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION

Experiment Results and Significance
The results of the experiment were not statistically significant in terms of pre-test to posttest improvement among any of the experimental groups. A larger sampling size would increase
the distinctness of the significance among the different groups in the specific categories.
However, in the categories of Style/Sentences and Development, the gain increase was nearing a
significant level. In those categories, the Experimental group gain increases were much higher
than the gain increases in the Standard group. This data may indicate that the critical thinking
and development of student Agency, which was encouraged during the presentation development
activities in the Experimental group, may have had a positive impact on these categories. Further
sampling, testing, and analysis are necessary to better confirm and reinforce the validity of this
connection.
Assessing Earlier Hypotheses
•

Hypothesis 1: The ALLWRITE!TM software fosters a pedagogical method that is not the
most effective means to teach grammar.
One of the findings in the data analysis was that no group involved in the experiment
showed significant gains from the pre-test to the post-test. This lends credence to the
likelihood that the program, when used as a primary source of grammar learning,
does not reliably have a trend of success in grammar mastery. It is also supported by
the development and implementation of the ConnectTM program as a replacement to
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the AllWrite program that specifically addressing the problems inherent with
workbook-style curriculum (access, personalization, analysis, etc.).
•

Hypothesis 2: Gaps in content mastery by students using the ALLWRITE!TM software
alone illustrates the need for a supplementary learning tool.
The consistent lack of significant gains among all groups lends support to the
ineffectiveness of the ALLWRITE!TM software. Furthermore, two of the assessed
category areas showed gains approaching significant in the Experimental group. The
counterpart tool added had potentially increased gains in two category areas. Further
development and testing could lead to further improvement in supplemental tools.

•

Hypothesis 3: The addition of a creative student activity related to ALLWRITE!TM content
increases overall mastery.
The creative activities tied to Style/Sentences and Development led to gains
approaching a significant level in the Experimental group. The experimental areas
which taught skills tied more closely to memorization did not show similar increases
between the pre-test and post-test.

Active Learning Design Increased Potential
It is important to note that the particular intervention design and execution for this study
is only one way to drive student involvement in a process of Active Learning. Another
intervention design incorporating Active Learning methods in addition to standardized workbook
memorization could also increase learning and mastery as well or even better than what was used
in this study. For example, if an Instructor used an intervention based on Active Learning but
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also experimented with re-defining grammatical terms according to the requirements suggested
by DeBeaugrande, it is possible that such a combined method could increase the effectiveness in
all categorical areas and particularly improve those not showing significant improvement in the
original experimental design.
There is an old adage from Confucius that underscores the principle behind the design of
the experimental intervention: “I hear and I forget. I see and I remember. I do and I understand.”
Getting the students to not just see or hear, but to actually do something with the content was
essential. Certainly, the most important aspect of this experimental intervention was that it
limited a passive and disconnected learning environment by encouraging one that was interactive
and more meaningful to students individually. The activity made students individually engage in
learning, preparing, and teaching each other the materials. Any learning tool or activity which
creates opportunities for students to move from passively learning to actively using the material
will positively impact student attention, interest, perspective, learning, and retention of the
material.
Although there is not sufficient data in this pilot study to support the claim that this
project necessarily caused the student improvement, student engaged in learning was increased
and so was their likelihood of success. Studies in the past have evidenced that an environment
predominantly defined through workbook-use does not greatly promote learning. Even without
an observable direct influence on mastery, the experimental intervention increased potential for
success and indirectly contributed to a better learning environment..
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